Sheltering Aboriginal Women with Mental Illness in Ontario, Canada: Being “Kicked” and Nurtured
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Abstract

Objective: For individuals living with mental health challenges, the provision of homeless shelters can offer a temporary respite in overwhelming life circumstances. There is, however, limited evidence regarding the subjective experiences associated with shelter services by Aboriginal women in Canada. The purpose of this study was to develop an understanding of the day-to-day experiences of Aboriginal women as they seek and provide safety, comfort, health, and healing in the context of mental illness and insecure housing.

Methods: The study design was a secondary qualitative analysis of data collected in a primary mixed method study involving persons faced with mental health and housing challenges in southern Ontario, Canada. Narrative analysis was used to identify common experiences among 11 shelter service users and 10 shelter service providers, all of whom were Aboriginal women.

Results: Regardless of whether the women received or provided shelter services, they consistently described experiences about being “kicked” and nurtured. Their stories about being “kicked” described experiences associated with compounding losses. Juxtaposed to this reality, were accounts about being nurtured or “lifting each other up.” Nurturing relations were essential to address the pervasive health and social disparities experienced by the women. Relationships within homeless shelters were directed towards supporting the health and well-being of individual women and their broader community.

Conclusion: This study’s findings extend the community mental health body of nursing literature regarding Aboriginal women living with mental illness and homelessness. Despite the protective and restorative components of nurturing within shelter services, cooperative networks need to be developed to build communities that eradicate the pervasive losses experienced by Aboriginal women who continue to be “kicked.”
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Introduction

In Canada, the health and well-being of Aboriginal women is particularly compromised in comparison to their non-Aboriginal female counterparts. The individual and collective vulnerabilities of Aboriginal women are represented by multiple intersecting “realities of everyday life in which Aboriginality, female gender, racism, sexism and poverty are lived and experienced simultaneously, not sequentially” [1]. It has been well documented that Canadian Aboriginal women have a significantly lower life expectancy [2] and higher prevalence of depression, addictions, and self-injury [3,4]. Further, Aboriginal women are reported to have higher social surveillance, incarceration rates, incidences of violence, transgenerational trauma, discrimination and lower income levels; all of which impact health [4-8]. As a group, Aboriginal women are more often homeless compared to both non-Aboriginal women and Aboriginal men [9], which has further compromised their overall well-being inclusive of mental health.

Impacted by entrenched historical and contemporary health and social inequities [6, 10] Aboriginal women often enter homeless shelter services to seek refuge [11,12]. For insecurely housed Canadians, such as Aboriginal women, the use of adult shelter services has been fundamental to sustaining day-to-day survival in the midst of entrenched health and social disparities. In this way, homeless services focus predominantly on fulfilling immediate basic needs [13,14]. Shelters offer services that are intended to transition vulnerable women from homelessness to stable housing through the concurrent provision of necessary health and social services. The coordination and timeliness of appropriate services to break the cyclic nature of homelessness is challenging given the variability and complexity of needs that threaten well-being [11,15].

In general, Canadian women have described their homeless shelter experiences as disempowering, un-dignifying and regimented [7,16]. Liebow’s ethnographic study [17] suggested that racial divisiveness is a pervasive within shelter life. In particular for women with mental
illness who may be subjected to overt and covert hostility associated with racial tensions, self-imposed isolation was a protective strategy that further undermines their mental health [17]. Other authors reported that the need to balance individual and collective security is a complex undertaking for community workers navigating cultural tensions and advocating for broader social justice [14,18,19]. Further, social disparities impede exit from the shelter circuit keeping Aboriginal women dependent on services which may not be culturally sensitive [20].

Several authors have identified the need for focused research that explores the well-being of Aboriginal women when their capacity to fulfill family and community responsibilities is disrupted [8,14,21]. The purpose of this study therefore, was to develop an understanding of the day-to-day experiences of Aboriginal women as they seek safety, comfort, health, and healing in the context of mental illness and insecure housing. More specifically, this study revealed the accounts of receiving and providing shelter services as told by Aboriginal women. Green [10] identified that individual and collective experiences of Aboriginal women are reflective of social realities that warrant acknowledgement and intervention by psychiatric mental health nurses. The results of this study have the potential to sensitize psychiatric mental health nurses to the complexity of Aboriginal women’s quest to achieve wellness of body, mind and spirit as described by the First Nations and Inuit Mental Wellness Advisory Committee [22], an underdeveloped area of psychiatric mental health nursing research.

Methods

Design

This study’s design was a supplementary secondary qualitative approach to examine a data subset not fully addressed in a primary study [23]. The five-year primary study used a mixed methods participatory action approach to examine housing issues and solutions for individuals with mental illness [24]. It generated an extensive repository of data, approved for secondary analyses. The dataset, particular to Aboriginal women who used or provided shelter services, was accessed for this supplementary study to elicit a focused description of their knowledge about and experiences of shelter care. This secondary analysis was important to search for new knowledge that is informed by the voices of Aboriginal women [12,25,26].

Access to the ethically approved dataset and its security was maintained by an author who was also the academic lead of the original study. To uphold the ethical principle of beneficence, the anonymity and uniqueness of each woman was safeguarded through data extraction, secure storage, and representation in the findings. This was particularly salient given that participant data could reveal their identity to members of their small communities. Cultural sensitivity throughout the research process was guided by the Aboriginal research team members.

Sample and sample

The original study recruited individuals from a variety of mental health, housing and social services in southern Ontario all of who were involved in either service use or service provision [24]. For this study, data was extracted from group interviews specific to 21 English-speaking women who self-identified as Aboriginal, including First Nation, Métis, or Inuit. It is acknowledged that each of these three groups of Aboriginal peoples is a distinct nation with unique heritages, languages, cultural practices, and spiritual beliefs as described by the Government of Canada [27]. Of this sample, 11 self-identified as having a history of mental illness and insecure housing that required use of homeless shelter services. The remaining 10 Aboriginal women in the dataset were employed in the provision of homeless shelter services.

Data collection and analysis

Data particular to the 21 Aboriginal women were extracted from the eight primary study tape-recorded verbatim focus group transcripts, which were anonymized. Evident across the transcripts were stories co-constructed during participation in the focus groups. Stories, the unit of analysis in this study, are told to communicate internal understanding of life experiences and situations [28,29].

Data analysis involved a structural narrative approach to systematically identify and group stories based on shared structure, meaning, and function [30]. The structure refers to how stories are constructed by participants [31]. The story meaning represents the participants’ intended message [32]. Finally, the function of a story denotes the implications of what is being told to the researcher [30]. This approach necessitated the research team members to engage in serial open conversations leading to shared interpretations of the structure, meaning and function of each story grouping with the intent of honouring the voices of the participants. This interactive and iterative approach was supported by the work of Peat [33].

To preserve each Aboriginal woman’s anonymity, entire stories are not presented. Rather, one or two sentences were extracted from the accounts of several women to illustrate story structure, meaning, and function while indicating auditability, analytic logic and credibility [29]. Within these extractions textual clarifications were added within square brackets. The use of quotations was to note the precise lexicon of participants not attributable to or tidied by the researchers.

Results

The women told 124 stories, describing daily experiences involving tenacious efforts to secure a “good life” for themselves and others in the context of mental illness and insecure housing. The experiences described by shelter service users and providers were similar. Their stories, reflecting a cohesive account of sheltering while vulnerable, were labelled being “kicked” and being nurtured. To varying degrees, these two groups of contrasting stories occurred in the lives of all participants. Below is a sequential presentation of the structure, meaning, and function of each of the two story groups.

Being “Kicked” Stories

Within this first group of stories, service users and providers described a legacy of historical oppression with which they live on a day-to-day basis. Largely influenced by negativity, the women shared experiences likened to being perpetually “kicked,” and thus the labelling of this group of stories. For some service users, being “kicked” was attributed to not only having a mental illness and insecure housing but also the “colour of my skin.” For some service users, being “kicked” was related to generalization of Aboriginal women as “untrustworthy.”
As described by a service provider, “their [shelter users’] crust starts to restricted women’s capacities and opportunities for “peace.”

Being kicked distanced them from where “they want[ed] to be and how they need[ed] to be.” From a service user perspective, “always having doors slammed in your face” further threatened mental well-being. Service providers recognized that in the presence of loss and absence of stable mental health and secure housing, shelters users would remain “broken,” “out of place” and prooccupied with just trying to “survive day-to-day.”

The women told “kicked” stories to convey cumulative losses of that which was perceived as essential to health and well-being. Persistent discrimination and social inequities became commonplace in the lives of shelter service users and providers. Both shelter users and providers gave testimony to the contextual aggression and deprivation within their life- and work-circumstances. The participants acknowledged that an “unsupportive society” heightened suffering and perpetuated discrimination. The following excerpts illustrate the element of loss within the “kicked” stories.

Service user 3: My grandfather makes [a special artefact] and he is 87 years old. He gave one. I had it in the apartment. I lost the apartment and I lost my treasure. He [landlord] threw everything in the dump.

Service user 5: I’m in a shelter because I lost my boyfriend and I lost our place.

Service user 9: We are actually told we [Aboriginal women] are no good for nothing and there is no way around that.

Service user 6: We know what it is like to deal with people who don’t care. We know what it is like to be assumed that you are guilty even before you have a chance to explain. We know what that feeling is as it is also our experience. It is also our sisters’ and brothers’ experience. It happened to our parents, our cousins, our boyfriends, our girlfriends. It is there and it is bad.

The presence of repeated losses, reinforced women’s perception of exclusion, objectification and deprivation, which was characteristic of the experience of being “kicked.” Service users who were “kicked” out of places and service providers, who were excluded or “kicked” out of processes, witnessed the accumulation of their losses. Ultimately, this created an entrenchment of their respective needs as “virtually invisible” and unmet. Being kicked distanced them from where “they want[ed] to be and how they need[ed] to be.” From a service user perspective, “always having doors slammed in your face” further threatened mental well-being. Service providers recognized that in the presence of loss and absence of stable mental health and secure housing, shelters users would remain “broken,” “out of place” and prooccupied with just trying to “survive day-to-day.”

The presence of repeated losses, reinforced women’s perception of exclusion, objectification and deprivation, which was characteristic of the experience of being “kicked.” Service users who were “kicked” out of places and service providers, who were excluded or “kicked” out of processes, witnessed the accumulation of their losses. Ultimately, this created an entrenchment of their respective needs as “virtually invisible” and unmet. Being kicked distanced them from where “they want[ed] to be and how they need[ed] to be.” From a service user perspective, “always having doors slammed in your face” further threatened mental well-being. Service providers recognized that in the presence of loss and absence of stable mental health and secure housing, shelters users would remain “broken,” “out of place” and prooccupied with just trying to “survive day-to-day.”

Meaning and function

The women told “kicked” stories to convey cumulative losses of that which was perceived as essential to health and well-being. Persistent discrimination and social inequities became commonplace in the lives of shelter service users and providers. Both shelter users and providers gave testimony to the contextual aggression and deprivation within their life- and work-circumstances. The participants acknowledged that an “unsupportive society” heightened suffering and perpetuated their sense of loss. With each repetitive and forceful kick, both shelter users and providers came to live in a sustained state of vulnerability. As described by a service provider, “their [shelter users’] crust starts to form,” and “then their mental illness really kicks in.” Succinctly stated by one shelter user, her life in disadvantage was “a constant audition” for a more meaningful and healthy existence. Overall, being kicked restricted women’s capacities and opportunities for “peace.”

These stories function to provide insight into the insidious nature of loss that pervades the life experiences of both shelter service users and providers in this study. Although experienced to varying degrees, each woman was affected, directly or vicariously, by society’s ineffectual response to eradicate homelessness and promote mental well-being. Further, this group of stories identifies the need for mental health nurses, as members of the broader community mental health network, to provide culturally appropriate individualized assessments and cooperative interventions relative to trauma that could be experienced by some Aboriginal women using and providing homeless shelter services. A failure to consider the possibility of such trauma risks “further and further and further and further” omissions in the comprehensive and coordinated service provision for Aboriginal women living with mental illness and insecure housing.

Being Nurtured Stories

Within the second group of stories, service users and providers both described the need for and practices of gently “lifting each other up” in the context of the life circumstances described in the being “kicked” stories. Most nurturing stories described providers’ attempts to “contribute good things” through nurturing of self, “our sisters,” and “our people as a whole.” Nurturing involved a respectful attention to the physical, emotional, social, spiritual, and cultural aspects of one another.

Structure

The common structural element across the being nurtured stories was partnering to address diverse needs. The presence of unmet needs necessitated respectful connections between service users, providers and external others to fulfill immediate needs. The following excerpts illustrate the impetus for partnering within one another within the nurturing stories.

Service user 2: When I say I am sick, I am really sick. And just like other people I need help from those [individuals who are supposed to help].

Service user 6: As a single mother with kids I feel I need to hook up with someone because I can’t do this alone to make ends meet. I would love to be on my own but I can’t right now.

Service user 7: At many shelters, there are certain times where we can’t eat. We don’t even have a place to sit at [name of a particular shelter]. At this shelter they do have good meals and fresh beds. If I don’t have a place to sit I now know I can come here.

Service provider 8: We had a woman who was going to be evicted while she was in the hospital. She called us. We went to her house and packed her stuff up for her. Whatever we can do to help we try to do it.

Service provider 10: We care for some women who are so poor that they can’t help their children. Not that they don’t want to, not that they are bad people, not that they are not worthy. They simply can’t do it alone.

Service provider 5: The Indian Act has to be interpreted. It is huge for our people in terms of where we can live, what are our rights, all those things that significantly impact on Aboriginal women.

Nurturing involved “providing for” and “being available to” one another, “one woman at a time.” The acts were to foster in the service users a sense of being “cared for” and feeling “cared about.” Efforts to counter the described losses in the “kicked” stories and establish a
support network required service providers to be “pretty sophisticated in social politics.” Their nurturing practices were guided by reasonable actions that addressed a woman’s needs rather than rigid compliance with “institutionalized routines.” For example, providers recognized the need to “let some women sleep” and “take the time they needed” to initiate restoration of “body, mind and spirit.” Cultural sensitivity was described as a welcome component of nurturing interactions. Simple actions such as speaking “our own languages” and sharing foods that “not only sustained us physically, but provided cultural nourishment” was described as means of connecting with and nurturing one another.

Meaning and function

Participants told being nurtured stories to illustrate the potential of positive and authentic connectedness in overcoming unmet needs both to promote individual “balance” and to create a community of healthy Aboriginal women. This group of stories portray optimism for a future in which Aboriginal women’s identity as “beautiful, strong, caring and kind” women is unmasked. These stories function to demonstrate that authentic nurturing focused on the individualized fulfillment of needs has the potential to extend “servicing” to “healing” for Aboriginal women. Nurturing and healing work that is initiated by service users and providers within homeless shelters, complements community mental health nurses’ overall efforts for optimized well-being.

Discussion

This study’s findings extend the community mental health body of nursing literature regarding Aboriginal women living with mental illness and homelessness. In juxtaposition to being “kicked”, being nurtured stories present a simultaneous reality characterized by genuine concern and person-centred actions between and among Aboriginal women. In concert, the two types of stories illustrate the importance of validating the historical and contemporary contextual reality of Aboriginal women and their strategic efforts to actualize person dignity and connectedness with valued others. The being “kicked” and nurtured stories depict individual and shared efforts towards balance of body, mind, and spirit. Although the mandate of homeless shelter services is not mental health, the women’s stories demonstrate that nurturing has the potential to promote individual mental well-being. Within spaces that offer safety and comfort, even if time-limited, a woman’s journey for physical, emotional, mental, cultural and spiritual well-being is made possible [8]. As such, individuals who receive and provide sheltering services and the organizations in which services are structured are integral to building a community that not only espouses but enacts social justice.

Community building, as conceptualized by Walter and Hyde [34] necessitates authentic “communityness,” beyond the sharing of geographic space, members are connected by activities that foster a sense of belonging through the fair and equitable distribution of community resources. The nurtured stories within this study suggest the presence of emergent communityness. In contrast, “kicked” stories emphasize the ongoing presence of health and social inequities that continue to pervade the lives of Aboriginal women, hallmarks that communityness and social justice have not yet been achieved. Community building practices involve multidimensional engagements using a range of strategies to acknowledge diverse beliefs, interests, and strengths, with the goal of building “capacity of the entire system, and all its participants, to operate as community” [34].

Mental health nurses, as established members of community are well positioned to acknowledge the strengths of those with whom they interface, inclusive of shelter users, shelter workers and organizations. Exploring ways of working together for community building necessitates affirming and acknowledging another’s legitimacy and legal entitlements, embracing diversity, identifying common goals such as health equity, engaging in creative planning, integrating multiple visions and strategies, and accepting responsibility to remain connected [34]. Shelter service user and provider partnering for fulfillment of immediate needs as represented in the nurturing stories in this study can be supported by mental health nurses’ conscious, inclusionary, and community building practices for individual and population health [10,34,35]. This study’s results suggest an orientation for fostering community development as opposed to a singular best practice to address the disparaging circumstances of individual women involved in shelter life. As argued by Johnstone [36], mental health nurses have a responsibility to challenge the status quo and advocate for inclusivity as strategies to subvert the normalized culture of prejudice and discrimination against vulnerable populations.

The Canadian Federation of Mental Health Nurses [37] asserts that mental health nurses must consider the impact of culture, class, ethnicity, language, stigma, and social exclusion on health and health promotion. For nurses working with Aboriginal women living with mental illness and insecure housing, this is particularly relevant given historical and contemporary losses. The loss feature of the being “kicked” stories can be perceived as a manifestation of poverty and exclusion associated with colonialism [8,26]. According to de Leeuw, Greenwood and Cameron [38], the Canadian legacy of colonization permeates the mental health of Aboriginal peoples. Thus, nurses’ mindfulness of the impact of historical processes, such as the Indian Act, and social determinants, provides a more comprehensive assessment of Aboriginal women’s mental health [8,13,39]. Koptie [40] cautioned that definitions of poverty, underpinned by tenets of assimilation, negate the efforts of Aboriginal people to overcome their ‘trajectory of suffering’ in a colonial context.

The being nurtured stories not only pay tribute to the resilience and strength of Aboriginal women in adversity, but support the movement away from an account solely focused on abuse and pain to one of strength, hope and acknowledgment of Aboriginal experiential knowledge [41,42]. Aboriginal worldviews generally tend to emphasize responsibility for the whole of the community rather than just for individual members. Nurses’ awareness of this orientation may foster a partnering with Aboriginal women in their efforts to shift practices from an emphasis on service provision to connectedness and inclusivity with sensitivity to context and culture. This ‘coming-to-know’ [33] requires attention to processes through further dialogue among a range of community stakeholders to understand the circumstances required for Aboriginal women to actively engage in their wellness [25]. Forging authentic relations between mental health and social service providers is imperative to ensure that individual rights and needs are met, and at a much broader level social inclusion and social action for community building can be achieved for marginalized populations [14,43,44]. To bridge the chasms that continue to exist within health and social services, mental health nurses can function in a variety of roles such as care advocate, case manager, and consultant. The roles of care manager [45] and navigator [46] to support individuals living with other chronic challenges warrant examination for feasibility with this study’s population.
In conclusion, future research guided by Aboriginal methodologies, such as sharing circles [47], is recommended to extend the findings of this study. Such approaches offer the possibility of acquiring further understanding of the complex realities of mental health and housing challenges for Aboriginal women in a culturally appropriate manner beyond what was accomplished in this study. This study did reveal the juxtaposed realities experiences by Aboriginal women in homeless shelters. Despite the protective and restorative components of nurturing within shelter services, cooperative networks need to be developed to build community that eradicates the pervasive losses and mental distress experienced by Aboriginal women.
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